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Meadows News
MEADOWS SHOWHOUSE: THE REVEAL!
Now complete, we are pleased to present our state-of-the-art service center, white
glove warehouse, and architectural interiors showroom. Home to Meadows Service
Group, Meadows Showhouse is conveniently located in Manhattan’s Hell’s Kitchen
with direct access to the West Side Highway.

Designer Picks

Want to see it in person? Email us to schedule a visit!
info@meadowsservicegroup.com

COURTNEY MOORE
Senior Designer

“Climb multi-level seating by Nevins is my
favorite product in our Showhouse. Climb is
a fun, multi-use product designed by David
Murphy. It creates a space where you can lounge
during a break, collaborate with laptops, or sit
throughout a presentation or mockup viewing.
Climb seating is available in six different shapes
and a variety of fabric pairing options. Power
options for traditional outlets and USB access are
also available. In our Showhouse, we’ve created a
curved setup, but Climb can also be designed as
a straight run, “L” shape, or “S” shape. Nevins also
offers poof seating that pairs nicely with Climb.”

An on-site customer care and dispatch center allows for expedited response to service
requests.

Climb by Nevins

The working showroom features architectural product demonstrations, including
moveable walls, raised access flooring, and sound masking.

What We’ve Been Reading
“Out of Sight, Out of Mind”
– Mann Publications
“Meadows Office Interiors Creates West Side
Showhouse in NYC”
– The Business of Furniture
“The Furniture Industry Has
An Identity Crisis”
– Co.Design
“The World’s Best Design Cities 2017”
– Metropolis
“Issue 1: The Visionaries”
– Quartz at Work

Three bookable mock-up rooms of varying size are available for customer and partner use.

Throughout the showroom, a variety of spaces and products speak to modern
workplace trends.

With direct access to the West Side Highway and a large loading bay, the
warehouse offers long and short-term furniture storage, inventory control, and in/
out services.

Events
SNEAK PEEK: MEADOWS @ NEOCON
Attending NeoCon? Don’t miss us at Booth #7-4133!
We are pleased to announce that Meadows Technology Group, a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Meadows Office Interiors, will be launching our proprietary project
management application, Meadows Workflow™, for public license at NeoCon 2018.
Leveraging 50 years of experience, we built this game-changing app to streamline our
internal project management processes from inception through close-out. It worked,
and now we want to share it. Meadows Workflow™ was specifically developed for
use by project managers, service technicians, and sales representatives while in the
field, and their support team back in the office. Its integrated CRM and cloud storage
platform make it an essential tool for anyone charged with contributing to the timely
and successful completion of a project, no matter their role. Projects stay on track,
delays are minimized, and delivery and installation is seamless. In the end, project
closeout and final payments are expedited thanks to detailed documentation and
transparency.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project progress tracking.
Seamless punch list completion.
Expedited change orders.
Access project files – anywhere.
Notes & checklists on-the-go.
Advanced task management.
Facilitate Day 2 requests.
Capture photos and video.

...And On Our Website

In Our Showhouse...

MYT5 BIANCO PURE BY KILLERSPIN

RESERVE A MOCK-UP SPACE

The Meadows Showhouse was designed to be both a
beautiful and practical workspace. Each piece was hand
selected by our team to provide a creative and productive
aesthetic. Inside the Den, the MyT5 Bianco Pure’s vast
surface doubles as a conference and ping-pong table,
putting the fun in functional!

Seeing is believing, and viewing a full-sized replica of a
design provides valuable insight into the proportions,
color, and finish of each piece. Bring your next project
to life at the Meadows Showhouse, where there are
three designated mock-up rooms of varying size.
Book a room through our website – it’s easy!

Congratulations to Haworth on 70 years of success!
We are proud to be a Haworth Preferred Dealer.

Employee Spotlight

In 2014, Kyle Mullen joined Meadows Office Interiors as a Technician, focusing primarily on
our newly-launched NetSuite CRM/ERP integration. He later transitioned to a role within the
accounting department. Since 2016, he has called Meadows Service Group his (work)home.
There, he supports the major accounts of Meadows’ dedicated service division. Before joining
Meadows, Kyle worked for a nonprofit organization in New York City.
Recently becoming the very first Junior Project Manager for Meadows Service Group has been
Kyle’s most notable career accomplishment thus far. He’s grateful to have had the chance to
grow with the service division, which began as a three-person operation! Working alongside
the rest of the service team is one of the best parts of his job. “The Meadows Service Group
Showhouse is smaller than the Meadows Office Interiors Showroom, so we are fewer people
working in a closer space, and there’s a very family-like vibe here.”
Right now, Kyle is looking forward to his evening commute home during the warmer months
when he can catch the ferry and take in the view from the top deck. When he’s not at the
Showhouse, you can catch him working on his headstand at his local hot yoga studio or rockin’
out at a concert. (He’s a self-proclaimed Deadhead, and, if given the chance, he’d most like to go
to Terrapin Station, a fictional place in a Grateful Dead song.)
A New Jersey native and resident, Kyle loves spending time with his family, fiancée, and their
Shih Tzu Bella.

KYLE MULLEN
Junior Project Manager

Recently, we sat down with Kyle and played “Would You Rather.” Here’s what we learned:
Would you rather live without the internet or without air conditioning and heat?
I think I could actually have fun without the internet.
Be able to teleport or read minds?
Definitely teleport!
Would you rather have a completely automated home or a self-driving car?
I like to drive, so I’d have to choose an automated home. It would be cool to go home and just
press a button to make everything work for you.
Would you rather live on the beach or in a cabin in the woods?
I’d live in a cabin by the beach, haha. I can’t choose just one, I love them both!

Everybody Loves Kyle
We asked Kyle’s colleagues
to tell us their favorite thing
about working with him.

“Kyle is always willing to translate his
knowledge and expertise to continue to
improve processes. While staying engaged
and dedicated, he is an outstanding team
player that is ready to dive straight in to
ensure the success of our service.”

“In the time that I have worked with Kyle,
he has displayed loyalty and dedication in
his position. He gets along with everyone
and provides leadership in the field. Kyle
is hardworking and detail-oriented. He is a
pleasure to work with.”

– Troy Jenkins, Customer Service
& Support Manager

– John Willix, Warehouse Manager

